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Karastan® BelleLuxe+Ashmore+Ecru (Hardwood)

Welcome to Blakley’s Flooring
Bonus Room IdeaBook
At Blakley’s Flooring, we believe that every floor we sell
is part of your lifestyle experience, for years to come.
With over 120 years of flooring experience, locally
owned and managed, we believe our Design Trained
Flooring Professionals can offer incredible guidance and
assistance to you - from concept, to selection.
Please remember, we offer 2 beautiful showrooms for
you to visit and we have staff available via phone, email,
or web chat. We can bring flooring samples to your door,
provide in-home measurements, and professional
installations.
All of our products and services are backed with a
satisfaction guarantee.
So, take a look around our Idea Book.
When you are ready for your next flooring lifestyle
experience, we are here for you.
Sincerely,
Your Blakley’s Flooring Friends

Mannington F_MAR101_3531 (Luxury Vinyl Tile)

“I want to create a place, like a little
island, where you can have all your
things around you and be comfortable
and read a book and even sleep
overnight”
Patricia Urquiola
Architect
Coretec® UV56718249_Lucina (Luxury Vinyl Tile)

A Bonus Room Is A Room
Without Limits
A Room That Can Be Part Of Every
Imagination

Game Room
Office
Playroom
Entertainment Area
Reading Room
Arts & Crafts
Or

Just A Room For You

Select a floor that accents your lifestyle. Look
up from the floor to see how the lines and
colors inspire.

Karastan® 67761_906H (Hardwood)

“ For those who are
afraid of mixing
different wood
tones, I would say
not only can you,
but you must. If all
woods are the same,
it looks like bad
hotel decorating.”
Alexa Hampton
Interior Designer

Contrasting floors
provide the offsets
within a space that can
define function.

Johnson Hardwood® AME-SGM011005_Hardwick (Hardwood)

Lighting can create subtle contrast
colors to separate the areas.

Mannington® Max060-4687 (Luxury Vinyl Plank)

Nourison Rugs® Prism_PRS05_SVCLD_39645 (Rug)

A rug with complimentary
colors can bring new life
and dimension to a room.

“As we evolve, our
homes should too”
Suzanne Tucker
Interior Designer

Coretec® 50LVT102-Rs_Amalfi Grey (Luxury Vinyl Tile)

Carpet with a subtle pattern and color can add
dimension to any space.

Karastan® Godfrey Hirst Wool (Carpet)

Karastan® 11334 (Carpet)

“The best rooms
have something
to say about the
people who live
in them”
David Hicks

Interior Designer
Mannington® B_MAR101_3914 (Luxury Vinyl Tile)

Having Design Trained Staff at Blakley’s Flooring can
provide some value added benefits.
From planning, design, and measurements, we are a
locally owned, locally managed flooring company with
more than 120 years serving our Indiana communities.
Incredible buying power, extensive selections, and
backed by a satisfaction guarantee.

Mannington® A_APX021_4418 (Luxury Vinyl Plank)

Mannington® A_MAX610_6178 (Luxury Vinyl Plank)

“No pattern should be without
some sort of meaning”
William Morris
Textile Designer

Karastan® 28551_829 (Carpet)

Dalyn® Rugs Mushroom (Rug)

“A room should never settle in
one place. It should smile at
you and create fantasy.”
Juan Montoya
Interior Designer

Nourison® Rugs Silk Shadow (Rug)

Coretec® UV56718250_Russa (Luxury Vinyl Plank)
Albera

Silo- Valeria

Silo-Levana

Silo- Hersilla

Silo- Sahni

Silo- Lorez

Silo- Pure Serenity Brilliant

Silo- Pure Serenity Majestic

Silo- Pure Serenity Sassy

Silo- Pure Serenity

Silo- Casual Charm

Karastan® BelleLuxe+Chevereaux+Mushroom+32636 (Hardwood)
Chevreaux-Natural

Ashmore-Natural

Ashmore- Ceruse

Ashmore-Eggshell

Ashmore-Ecru

Villa Pointe- Light Gray

Worthington-Herringbone
Driftwood

Worthington- Herringbone
Gray Washed

Worthing-Gray Washed

Villa Pointe- Dark Gray

RGR440-

RGP063-

APX061-

APX050-

Mannington® E_APX043_4358 (Luxury Vinyl Plank)

APX001-

APX004-

APX041-

APX042-

RGP001-

You Have
Questions?

“Always the beautiful answer who
asks a more beautiful question.”
E.E.Cummings
American Poet

We have tried to put together some Frequently Asked Questions. We hope they help in answering
some of the basic questions we have heard through the years of support and design. Of course,
if you don’t see your question here, please feel free to reach out and ask. We work hard at making
sure no question goes unanswered.

Should I have my flooring installed before I finish other remodeling in the kitchen,
such as painting?
We know you might be anxious to get your new flooring installed. However, think of your floor
replacement as the last piece of the puzzle.
You want to be sure most of your remodeling is complete before we arrive. We want to be able to install
your floor professionally without other contractors working in our way. Also, there is less of a chance of
damage to your new flooring from cabinet or counter top installers if flooring goes in last. Appliances
should be installed or moved in after the flooring is installed. We usually recommend the painting to be
done before the flooring although there is typically some touch up required after we complete the
installation. Some customers opt to paint after the flooring is installed. This is a matter of preference or
timing of your available painting contractor. In any case, think of us as the “icing on the cake.” Of course,
our design-trained flooring professional can help you determine at what point to schedule our installation.

How important is warranty with a flooring purchase?
Warranties are a measure of reassurance that the material and installation is of good quality. It provides
peace of mind. Blakley’s passes on all varying manufacturer’s warranties and provides an 18 month
complete installation warranty.
We often instruct consumers not to purchase a product or service based only on length of warranty. Some
warranties appear too good to be true and usually have loopholes and frustration associated with them.
We feel buying from a reputable company you trust is more important! Blakley’s has been serving the
Indianapolis community for 120 years and we work with the top suppliers in the world. Blakley’s personnel
can assist you through any claims process with our suppliers if needed. You are not out on your own. Our
suppliers treat a Blakley’s customer with respect and empathy. We see any issue that needs to be resolved
as an opportunity to earn your business for life.

How do I know how to maintain my new flooring?
“No Flooring is bullet proof”… No matter what some manufacturers would like you to believe.
Remember, no matter how strong a warranty appears it is the consumer’s responsibility to care for your
floor regularly with the proper maintenance products. Cleaning, care, and warranty information is always
provided by the manufacturer and is available on line or in brochures in the showrooms. Be sure to ask for
the proper cleaning and care information from your sales professional if not provided at time of purchase.

Can I do my own Measurements?
Yes you can. Taking your room measurements will help us to be able to “ballpark” the amount of square
footage you may need and we can then give you a rough estimate providing material of a good, better, or
best pricing scenario.
If Blakley’s is providing and installing flooring we do require physical measurements and a job site
inspection performed by us. There is no cost or obligation for this service. Included in this measure we fill
out an installation checklist form recording anything that may pertain to your installation so our sales
professional can prepare an accurate, detailed quote for you. If we measure your area and a mistake in
measuring occurs – we cover any additional material and installation cost involved. We do this for a living
and rarely encounter mistakes in measuring. Isn’t that worth eliminating inconvenience, delays, and
additional costs that may arise if you measured incorrectly yourself?

How do I get started? What is the process?
Under normal circumstances we ask that the customer visits one of our two convenient locations and works
with one of our sales professionals. No appointments are necessary. We have such a large assortment of
products to fit the needs and wants of any customer and any budget that it is best to shop in the showroom
in order for us to help you find that perfect flooring that is best for you. You are welcome and encouraged
to take samples home to see how they look in your home. If you are unable to visit our showrooms, we do
have In-Home Shopping service available in select areas. By appointment, a Flooring Professional can visit
your home and work with you on your selections.
Typically we might schedule a free measure at this time to get the details and exact measurements of the
areas you wish to install new flooring in. These measurements get e-mailed to your sales consultant and
prepares an estimate within 48 hours of receiving the information if you have made a material selection.
Sometimes it requires additional trips to the showroom to choose just the right flooring. Once we have an
approved, signed order we request a 50% deposit. The material is all special ordered and at this time we
may anticipate the expected arrival of your material and we can schedule an installation.
Typically the installation can occur within 2-3 weeks from time of order depending on availability.
Of course, we work closely with each customer individually at scheduling an appropriate date that works
for you!

You Have
Questions?

“The question of what you want to
own is actually the question of how
you want to live your life”
Marie Kondo
Interior Designer

Why is it important to have design-trained consultants?
The simple answer is to eliminate costly mistakes and make the process easier than you expected. We
know that you don’t shop for flooring regularly and you might feel this task may be daunting. It does not
have to be. In fact, a purchase that will improve your quality of life at home should be exciting! While it is
crucial for us to have the proper product knowledge in order to assist you Blakley’s has always believed
that having design experience to guide you (at no extra charge) helps you to choose the perfect styles and
colors. There is nothing worse than spending your money on a project and then realizing that either your
selection or installation wasn’t what you had envisioned. Our flooring consultants have the experience and
training to help you choose the right products for your needs and our highly trained, professional installers
strive to get the job done right the first time including all the little details!
You have heard the phrase “exceed our customer’s expectations”. We live by this! You can see this if you
check out our customer feedback and reviews.

Is Blakley’s part of a National Flooring Franchise?
Blakley’s is a family-owned fourth generation business that has served the Indianapolis community for 120
Years! The money you spend at Blakley’s stays in the community! Our impressive record with the Better
Business Bureau and Angie’s List Super Service Award annually is proof of our quality and dedication to
service and customer satisfaction. We do partner with a Buying Cooperative, the International Design
Guild. This gives us the buying power and expertise in our industry to offer you substantially lower prices
than many smaller independent dealers could provide. This enables us to provide you with the best
selection, best personal service, best sale pricing, best installation quality, best value and best ultimate
satisfaction. But don’t take our word – ask around then see for yourself –
Experience the Blakley’s Difference.
We want to be your BFF…Blakley’s flooring Friend!

Do you offer special financing or payment terms?
Yes! We offer No interest for one full year every day through Synchrony Finance (with approved credit).
Why not let your money work for you?
Whether you can pay in full now or need the additional months to pay – It is smart to purchase with no
interest for 12 months. We request a short, easy to fill out application and we know in minutes how much
you can finance. Finance all or a portion of your purchase and let your money work for you! Minimum
monthly payments are required and the total amount must be paid off before 12 months to avoid interest
charges. It is that easy! See showrooms for details and application.

Do large format tiles or wide / long planks make a smaller space look even smaller?
In the past it was thought that this would be the case. However, in recent years designers have proven that
large format (size) tiles can actually look great in smaller spaces. There is no steadfast rule today. It us up
to your personal preference. Anything smaller than 12’’ x 12” tiles are not popular or frequently specified
today.
As far as wide or long plank wood or wood look products – Be careful using these in small spaces. We
have found that wide planks in small areas such as bathrooms don’t show enough planks to make it look
its best. In addition, an installer has a difficult time installing long planks in small areas. Especially if there
are several door openings, cabinets, or angles to cut around. In these cases 48” long planks and 5” wide
planks or less make for a better look and easier installation.

I don’t want to make mistakes or purchase something too trendy for re-sale values.
What is popular today in hard surface flooring and carpet?
Remember, you need to purchase products that are pleasing to you and your family. With that said we can
highlight some of the most popular looks that we are seeing. In hard surface flooring we see a strong push
for luxury vinyl and hardwood. We see less ceramic and porcelain trending in the Midwest. Matte finishes
and wide planks are still very strong. We see less sales in hand scraped wood looks but slightly distressed
floors are still popular and do work in any décor. In addition to distressed looks we see people asking for
cleaner looks with much less rustic flavor. Grays have been popular for many years and this color’s
popularity continues. Only the very stark grays are considered trendy and could go out of style.
However the most sought after color tones we see now are grays mixed with browns or taupes to soften
the look and work in décors with any color woodwork or furniture. In the carpet category, while much of
the home is covered in hard surfaces today carpet is still the most popular choice for bedrooms and basements. The softness and warmth associated with carpeting plus the relative inexpensive cost in compared
to hardwood or tile makes this still highly sought after. Softer carpet fibers are most popular for the
luxurious feel. We see less popularity of freize carpets.
Plushes are still “king” but not just in solid colors but in heathered or multi tones as today’s busy homeowner is concerned about soiling and pet hair which these carpets hide nicely between vacuuming or cleaning.
We see more patterned carpets sold today than ever before. Subtle patterns are most popular in wall to
wall installations with bold patterns popular if making area rugs. Grey tones are still very popular but earth
tones of light browns and taupes still offers a warm, comfortable look and are safe for re-sale. We do see
more influence of greens coming back in carpeting and area rugs while blues, greys, and turquoise are
popular accent colors in rugs.

Coretec® VV03200111_RS_Cardinal Stone (Luxury Vinyl Tile)

“Learn to look not just with your
eyes but with your heart. How
else will you know how to design
your home”
Kelly Hoppen
Interior Designer

Near Castleton
8765 Hague Road
Indianapolis, IN 46256
P 317-576-8200

Merchants Square
2184 East 116th Street
Carmel, IN 46032
P 317-575-0440

Store Hours
Monday – Friday: 10-6
Saturday: 10-5
Sunday: Closed
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